


About us





Maxxline is an affiliated brand of AHN Biotechnologie GmbH, which has acquired 
extensive experience and expertise in the production of plastic consumables for 
laboratories since 1999.

The market demands products that ensure and optimize the productivity and provide 
greater process reliability.

Maxxline reflect innovative “ways and means” for the production of plastic products, 
combined with a focus on the highest level of quality.

Based on this we have developed a new unique product - Maxxline Cryovial - with a 
StraightLineTM design.

Maxxline products are designed and manufactured in Germany.



Our star





The graphic symbol in our Maxxline logo is a Sea Star.

The Sea Star symbolizes our unique products.

At first sight, the Sea Star seems simple, and yet they are complex multi-cellular 
organisms with unique and surprising properties. The Sea Star, for example, can 
regenerate lost body parts.

Maxxline Cryovial is a new product, with surprising properties. A unique star when it 
comes to the storing of biological material, human or animal cells for research.

Like the Sea Star with its five arms, our Maxxline Cryovials stand solid on five feet.

Your tube, your future.



We make
the difference





As a leading manufacturer of cryogenic tubes we know that functionality and quality 
are properties of the highest importance in a product for professional use. Properties 
we always take into consideration when designing new products for our range.

It is important to us that our customer has the best experience when using our 
products. Therefore, convenience is a milestone in everything we do.

The development and final design of our Cryovials is based on many years of 
experience from working with and selling to leading laboratory technicians all over  
the world.



Maxx features





Ergonomics
Maxxline Cryovials have a single-handed quick seal closure. The super-fast thread 
design allows tightening or removal with only half a turn, avoiding long-term injuries to 
the user.

Max volume
Maxxline Cryovials are easy to read. The red line indicator shows the maximum 
recommended filling level - your security for safe storage.

Contamination
The StraightLineTM design of the Maxxline Cryovial gives you approximately  
23% additional storage capacity compared to conventional cryo solutions.



Think ahead



We work exclusively with the best materials and product designs that optimize 
manufacturing.

The use of materials and power consumption are kept to a minimum.

Our products are produced of raw materials which are compliant to applicable 
regulations and standards, and are free of any substance considered dangerous for 
the environment.

Quality management system according to ISO 9001:2015.

Your tube, your choice, your possibilities, your future.
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